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Abstract— It is believed that in the near future, there will be
a large-scale deployment of wireless sensor networks for sensing,
collecting and transferring information about the environments
the sensors are placed in. Due to their peculiar characteristics
and goals, sensor networks differ sharply from traditional wired
and wireless networks, and so many problems have to be solved
afresh for such networks. In this paper, we study the medium
access control problem and focus on a class of Time-Division-
Multiple-Access (TDMA) protocols called demand assignment
protocols. We propose a simple, adaptive algorithm RMAC
for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. RMAC improves
on existing demand assignment algorithms like RMAV [1],
DQRUMA [2] and the protocol proposed in [3] in several ways.
First, it uses Maximum-Likelihood estimation to reduce packet
delays and uses a simple prediction scheme to adapt to changing
traffic patterns. Second, in most demand assignment algorithms,
a transmitted packet reserves a timeslot for the next packetin
the same message. Thus, when multi-packet messages are being
transmitted, a new message may have have to wait for a long time
before it can be transmitted; i.e., the algorithms are unfair to new
sessions. Our algorithm provides a parameter that controlsthis
fairness property of the algorithm. We present simulation results
to compare the performance of our algorithm with RMAV [1],
DQRUMA [2] and the protocol proposed in [3].

I. I NTRODUCTION

It is believed that the near future will see a large-scale
deployment of wireless sensor networks for sensing, gathering
and disseminating information about the environment in which
the networks exist. Sensor networks are large-scale networks
built from small, cheap, untethered low-power devices thatare
placed in anad hocmanner. The nodes communicate with each
other using wireless messages, self-organize and cooperate in
performing sensing and information collection and dissemi-
nation tasks. The scale, power restrictions andad hocnature
of these networks makes them rather different from traditional
wired and even wireless networks and so many problems have
to be solved afresh for sensor networks. There is already
a significant amount of existing work in this area. Until
now, most research has focused on homogeneous networks
built with low-power devices. However, recent technological
advances have made commercially available several types of
sensors (see, e.g., [4]). The smaller, lower power devices can
be deployed on a large scale and the larger, significantly higher
power nodes can be used to function as the “backbone” of a
heterogeneous sensor network.

The focus of this paper is designing a medium access control
(henceforth referred to as MAC) algorithm for heterogeneous

sensor networks. There is a potentially large number of low-
power sensor nodes that may communicate with a larger node.
In reality, not all sensor nodes have packets to transmit at any
given time. The larger node does not know how many nodes
have packets to send. It may not even know the total number
of nodes that are in its transmission range since nodes often
run out of batteries and die. We wish to develop a simple,
efficient protocol that can be used by the sensor nodes.

The problem has some similarities to the same problem
in cellular networks where a large number of low-power
mobile stations communicate with a high-power base station.
However, there are significant differences. First, we assume
that our sensor network is static – i.e., the nodes are not
mobile. Second, the applications, and hence both the traffic
and the service requirements are completely different. Third,
although the nodes on the backbone network have more
powerful batteries than the sensor nodes, they still have limited
power and thus differ sharply from base stations in cellular
networks. Finally, the small size of typical messages and the
relatively predictable packet destinations in sensor networks
make the problem simpler and less general than its counterpart
in cellular networks.

We note that the problem being studied is a part of the larger
problem of minimizing end-to-end delays in sensor networks.
It is our belief that the backbone nodes are more suitable for
deploying existing algorithms like S-MAC [5] or TRAMA [6],
whereas our algorithm solves the problems unique to sensor
nodes well. Thus, an effective solution to the larger problem
may be obtained by combining our algorithm with existing
algorithms.

A. Related work

We make no attempt to present a survey of literature on
sensor networks. The reader is referred to the nice surveys
[7]–[9] and to [10] for applications of sensor networks. In this
subsection, we survey MAC protocols relevant to our work.

1) MAC protocols for wireless networks::There is a very
large number of papers and protocols on MAC protocols for
wired and wireless networks. We refer the reader to [11]
for results on wireless MAC protocols, to [12] for a survey
of MAC protocols for mobilead hoc protocols, to [13] for
energy efficient protocols for wireless networks and to [14]for
performance evaluation of MAC protocols for wireless ATM
networks.



2) MAC protocols for sensor networks::There are sev-
eral MAC layer protocols designed specifically for sensor
networks. The S-MAC protocol [5] performs the dual task
of medium access control and self-organization. Nodes form
virtual clusters and synchronize sleep schedules. They also
use message passing to reduce contention. The T-MAC pro-
tocol [15] extends S-MAC using variable length duty cy-
cles. Crudely speaking, nodes try to send data in bursts and
sleep between bursts. Like S-MAC, it uses virtual clusters.
DMAC [16] uses variable length duty cycles. The length
of the cycles are changed adaptively to minimize latency. It
has a simple prediction model for data arrival, and tries to
reduce latency by adding offsets to the beginning of sleep
periods of nodes depending on the position of the node in
the tree, so that a multihop message does not have to wait
at every node for the node to wake up. RAP [17] and the
protocol proposed in [18] use orthogonal codes to perform
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) to prevent collisions.
Finally, TRAMA [6] is a collision-free protocol in which nodes
exchange schedules and elect leaders in a distributed manner.
In addition, TRAMA conserves battery power by allowing
nodes to enter an idle state when they have no data to send.

3) Demand assignment MAC protocols:There are several
characteristics of our problem that rule out many existing
approaches. Since a backbone node does not know how many
sensor wish to send packets, polling all nodes (a strategy used
in some wired local area networks) not only wastes precious
battery power at the backbone node but also wastes bandwidth
and therefore adds considerable delay to the packets being
transmitted. In addition, sensor nodes typically have a single
wireless transmission channel on which all logical uplink and
downlink channels have to be time-multiplexed. This suggests
a time-division-multiplexing-access (TDMA) approach maybe
most suitable for this problem. Finally, a large number of
low level sensor nodes connect to a larger backbone node
forming a star-like subgraph. This implies that a centralized
MAC algorithm can be run at the backbone node. All these
observations point to the suitability of a demand assignment
protocol [11] for our problem.

Demand assignment protocols were originally proposed
for wireless ATM networks with Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirements. They allocate bandwidth to nodes to meet
these requirements. Several demand assignment protocols
have been proposed in the literature, including RMAV [1],
DQRUMA [2], MASCARA [19], Sift [20] and the protocol
proposed in [3]. All of these protocols operate in rounds and
there are three phases in each round. The first phase is the
contention or reservation round. In this round sources contend
for reservingminislots, using a randomized algorithm. In the
second phase, the backbone node announces the identities and
the time slots “captured” by the nodes that succeeded in the
contention phase. The third phase consists of the nodes listed
in the second phase actually transmitting the packets in their
slots. This 3-phase structure improves efficiency by preventing
collisions in the third phase, and by using minislots that are
much smaller than the slots. Typically, demand assignment

protocols improve efficiency by allowing reservation requests
to be piggybackedon packets transmitted in slots so that a
node that transmits packets this round and has more packets
to send does not have to compete for minislots again in the
next round.

The protocols named before differ in the design of the
contention phase. RMAV [1] is an adaptive algorithm in
which there is one minislot in every round. Nodes contend
by attempting to reserve this slot. If there is a collision, nodes
back off for a random period of time governed by a probability
p that is set adaptively by the base station. The algorithm used
to adaptp is simple – if there is a collision in the single
minislot, p is doubled; if the minislot is idle,p is halved.
Otherwise,p remains unchanged.

In DQRUMA [2], nodes attempt to reserve transmission
slots using either slotted ALOHA or a more complex algorithm
called the binary stack algorithm. Since the performance of
both are very similar, we only describe the variation using
slotted ALOHA. In DQRUMA, there is one minislot as in
RMAV, but empty slots are converted into contention rounds
with M minislots each (M is typically a small fixed number)1.
DQRUMA uses aharmonic backoff protocol, i.e., afterk
collisions, a node flips a coin with probability of head11+k
and tries to capture a minislot if the result of the toss is a
HEAD.

In [3], the authors propose an algorithm in which nodes
contend to reserve minislots using slotted ALOHA. Nodes
which are successful get to transmit packets. The number of
minislots are changed adaptively: if the number of minislots
with collisions is larger than the number of empty minislots,
then the number of minislots are doubled in the next round.
Otherwise the number of minislots in the next round are
halved.

It is worth pointing out that all these papers are designed
to deal with multimedia traffic with variable size messages,
multiple traffic classes and different Quality-of-Service(QoS)
constraints.

Sift [20] is a contention-based TDMA protocol designed for
sensor networks. It uses non-uniform probabilities of choosing
minislots. Roughly speaking, a node makes an initial choice
of a reservation minislot, but may change that choice later as
it observes what happens in the minislots before the chosen
one in the same round.

While all the protocols just described are adaptive, they
suffer from some drawbacks. RMAV and DQRUMA both
use backoff protocols, which have proved to be very hard to
analyze even for wired networks. The protocol proposed by [3]
does not use backoff, and they demonstrate that the algorithm
performs better than RMAV, but the basis for their heuristic
of comparing the number of minislots with collisions with the
number of empty minislots is not clear from their paper. Sift
was designed for sensor networks but it requires the sensors
to remain awake during all minislots, monitor the network for

1The authors mention that the algorithm could make DQRUMA more
adaptive in several ways but do not investigate this furtherin the paper.



transmissions and accordingly recompute their transmission
probabilities in the next minislot.

Our proposed protocol, RMAC, has significant similarities
with, and was inspired by the DQRUMA protocol, the RMAV
protocol and the protocol proposed in [3]. We address the
drawbacks of these protocols mentioned above. Unlike RMAV
and DQRUMA, RMAC does not employ backoff mechanisms.
Like all these three, RMAC uses a slotted ALOHA algorithm
in the first phase. Like Aboelaze et al, we adjust the number
of minislots adaptively. Unlike any of the three papers, we use
a predictive model to compute the number of packets expected
in a round.

B. Fairness Issues in MAC protocols

There have been several efforts at studying the issue of
fairness and its impact on performance in networks. We do not
attempt a detailed survey of results in this area in this paper,
and mention a few relevant papers. Ozugur et al [21] propose
interesting solutions for this problem for general wireless
networks. In our opinion, they seem a little too complex for
low power sensor nodes. Nandagopal et al [22] translate the
fairness problem into a contention resolution problem and
derive a backoff algorithm for achieving proportional fairness.
Koksal et al [23] investigate short-term fairness of MAC
protocols using several statistical measures.

C. Bayesian Estimation

We now list some results from Bayesian Estimation theory
that are used in the paper. Given two dependent eventsA,B,
Bayes Theory allows us to compute thea posteriori proba-
bilities Pr(B = j|A) in terms of the conditional probabilities
Pr(A|B = j) using the well-known formula:

Pr(B = j|A) =
Pr(A|B = j)Pr(B = j)∑c

j=1 Pr(A|B = j)Pr(B = j)
(1)

There are many possible estimators that one can use, each with
its advantages. The reader is referred to the textbook [24] and
the references therein for more details. We discuss three well-
known estimators, the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE),
the Maximuma posteriori Probability (MAP) estimator and
the Bayes estimator for minimizing mean squared error.

The MLE is given by the expressionmaxj Pr(B =
j|A). The MAP is given by the expressionmaxj Pr(B =
j|A)Pr(A), i.e., it is the value ofj that maximizes thea pos-
teriori probabilities. The Bayesian estimator for minimizing
the mean squared error is given by

∑
j=1,2,... j ·Pr(B = j|A),

i.e., it is the mean of the conditional distribution in Equation 1.

D. Our contributions

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We separate the problem of adaptively varying the
number of minislots into three parts. First, we need to
estimate the number of packets in the current round.
Second, we need to predict the number of packets in
the next round. Finally, we need to compute the number
of minislots in the next round.

We use Maximum-Likelihood estimation to solve the
first problem. We show that the heuristic used by
RMAV [1] and by Aboelaze et al [3] can be explained
using this idea. The prediction problem is solved by a
simple linear predictor. The last subproblem is solved by
optimizing the expected delay of a packet ignoring the
queuing delay (i.e. the time a packet spends in the buffer
before it gets a chance to attempt a minislot reservation
is ignored in this calculation). All these ideas are used
to design a randomized, adaptive MAC algorithm called
RMAC.

2) We propose a very simple generalization to demand
assignment protocols like RMAV, DQRUMA, and the
algorithm by Aboelaze et al to improve their fairness
properties. We use the same idea to modify RMAC
and show the performance-fairness tradeoff with this
modification.

3) We investigate via simulation studies the performance
of RMAC. Our experiments show that RMAC has bet-
ter performance than DQRUMA and the algorithm of
Aboelaze et al. The latter was shown in [3] to perform
better than RMAV.

E. Outline of this paper

This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains our
model and lists the performance metrics we consider in this
paper. Section III describes our MAC protocols. Section IV
provides both analytical and experimental performance eval-
uation results of our protocols. Finally, Section VI presents
some conclusions and future work.

II. OUR MODEL AND METRICS

A. Network Model

We consider a heterogeneous sensor network model where
there are a large number of static, low-power nodes connecting
to a backbone of larger, higher-power nodes. Our protocol is
designed for communication between the higher and lower
level nodes. We will sometimes refer to the lower level nodes
as sensor nodes and the higher level nodes ashostnodes. Since
our protocol runs in a distributed manner, we will henceforth
focus on one host node connected toN sensor nodes, and treat
this subnetwork as the network being studied.

We assume that the MAC protocol is not required to perform
the task of self organization, unlike, e.g., [5]. We expect that
node placement has been done with the goal of forming the
desired topology, but recognize that placement strategiesare
imprecise and there may be considerable variation from the
planned placement. We assume also that the low-power nodes
always connect to a single host node, and that this (static)
assignment is made when the network self-organizes. We also
assume that the host nodes themselves communicate with a
more complex protocol than the one proposed in this paper,
e.g., a collision-free protocol like the one described in [6].
This assumption is justified by the fact that host nodes have
higher power, more data to send, and are less prone to failures
than sensor nodes. Further, the network of host nodes can be



organized as a multi-hop ad hoc network whose underlying
graph has low node-degree. The advantage of this assumption
is that interference between neighboring hosts is reduced.

Since sensor networks can operate in unpredictable environ-
ments, there could be significant number of corrupted or lost
packets. We assume that providing reliable transfers is notthe
task of the MAC protocol; such concerns must be handled by
higher layers in the network protocol architecture.

B. Node Model

We assume that the sensor nodes have unique identifiers. It
is our belief that this would be true for almost all applications
which require sensor networks. It is crucial for our algorithm
to have access to a good pseudo-random number generator.
Without unique identifiers, ensuring distinct random number
sequences among different nodes is a difficult problem. The
unique identifiers can be used to seed the generator, and so it
becomes very improbable that two sensor nodes use the same
(pseudo-)random numbers.

Our algorithms are based on Time-Division-Multiple-
Access (TDMA) and so we need reasonably good time syn-
chronization between nodes. Since sensor nodes often have
one or two communication channels, TDMA has often been
used, and so this assumption has often been made in the
literature (see, e.g., [15]). The clock synchronization required
for our algorithm is local. As long as each of the sensor nodes
have their clocks synchronized to their host node, the protocol
works fine. Protocols that achieve this feasibly in sensor
networks exist in the literature (e.g, the RBS protocol [25]).

Finally, we assume that battery-power conservation is the
primary focus of sensor nodes, and therefore, all protocols
running on them must allow nodes to sleep between periods
of activity to conserve battery life.

C. Traffic model

We assume that the sensor network does not carry traffic
with strict QoS requirements (e.g., real-time traffic) or dif-
ferent classes or with different priorities. Since sensor nodes
typically exchange small amounts of information at a time, we
assume that each message fits within a single packet. Often
queries are made periodically and so the traffic in the network
after the initial topology building consists of occasional“talk
spurts” of constant bit rate traffic separated by silent periods.
We model this behavior using three simple traffic models. The
simple model (called “random traffic” in this paper) assumes
that packets are generated by a Bernoulli process. At every
timestep, a packet is generated at each sensor with probability
λ/N and no packets are generated with probability1− λ/N ,
whereN is the total number of sensor nodes and0 < λ < 1.

The second model (called “random bursty” model in this
paper) generalizes random traffic in that bursts of sizeB > 1
are generated by a Bernoulli process. Thus we assume that
at every timestep, a burst ofB packets are generated at each
sensor with probabilityλ/NB and no packets are generated
with probability 1 − λ/NB, whereN is the total number of
sensor nodes and0 < λ < 1.

Finally, we consider a simple ON-OFF burst model in which
the packet generator is a two-state discrete-time Markov Chain
(the states being ON and OFF). In the ON state, a packet is
generated every timestep. No packets are generated in the OFF
state. At each timestep, the transition probability from ONto
OFF is a and OFF to ON isb. It can be shown easily that
the probability of being in the ON state is given byb/(a + b)
[26], and so we can choosea, b that satisfy a

a+b = λ
N .

D. Fairness

For many applications, it is desirable that a MAC algorithm
be fair. For example, a network monitoring algorithm may
wish to get the state of all the nodes at (approximately)
the same time. Fairness often reduces efficiency. In demand
assignment algorithms, the ability of a node to bypass the
contention phase by piggybacking a reservation request with
a transmitted packet decreases the expected delay. However,
this also implies that a node that always has packets never has
to contend for minislots, unlike nodes which are sometimes
empty, and this implies that the former nodes may have lower
expected delays than the latter. So the former nodes have an
unfair advantage in demand assignment MAC algorithms. We
address this issue in the next section (Section III).

The fairness of MAC algorithms is affected by another
unexpected factor called thecapture effect[27]. This effect
happens when a collision between nodes A,B, isnot detected
since the signal from A is so much stronger than the signal
from B that the receiver is able to decipher the message from A
and effectively ignore the message from B. In such situations,
the utilization of the medium increases at the cost of fairness
– the receiver is able to convert a collision minislot into a
successful one, but B will never be able to send a message
whenever it collides with A. In this paper, we ignore the
capture effect, and defer such studies for future work.

E. Performance Metrics

The most important performance metric for our purposes
is the delay of a packet. Since we are concerned with MAC
protocols, we define delay on a per-hop and not end-to-end
basis. We do not try to capture short-term fairness in this paper.
The measure of fairness used in this paper is the variance of the
delay across nodes. More precisely, we consider the expected
delays of packets sent by each node and study the variance of
these quantities.

III. O UR MAC PROTOCOL

As mentioned before, our protocol belongs to the general
class of demand assignment algorithms. Like other demand
assignment algorithms, the algorithm proceeds in rounds. As
described in Section I-A.3, each round has three phases (see
Figure 1). The broad structure of our algorithm (and many
demand assignment algorithms) is as follows.

The first phase has a variable number of fixed-size minislots,
decided and announced by the host. Each node that has a
packet to transmit chooses a minislot uniformly at random,
and transmits a reservation request in that minislot. A nodeis
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Fig. 1. The three phases of our protocol

also allowed to avoid the contention phase by piggybacking
a request for a slot in the current round on a packet that it
sent the previous round. The host reads the minislots and
detects collisions. Then, in the second phase, it sends an
acknowledgment packet, which announces the number and
identities of nodes that have successfully reserved minislots. In
the final phase, these successful nodes transmit their packets
in their slots. Thus, there are no collisions in this phase. A
source that is unsuccessful in reserving a minislot will trythe
same process again in the next round. Next, we make some
observations about our algorithm.

1) Batching requests:For simplicity, we assume that pack-
ets which arrive midway through a round get “batched”,
i.e., they wait until the next round to take part in the
minislot reservation process.

2) Need for acknowledgments:The explicit acknowledg-
ment in the second phase is necessary for two reasons.
Firstly, it solves the hidden terminal problem [28]. If all
nodes could hear each other, then each node would know
which nodes successfully reserved minislots. Secondly,
it allows nodes to transmit their requests and sleep.

3) Use of node identifiers:Apart from the already men-
tioned use of node identifiers in generating distinct
random numbers, the identifiers are necessary to address
the capture effect; if we ignored occurrences of this
effect then the acknowledgment could only list minislots
and since each node knows the minislots it chose, there
would be no collisions in the next phase.
We note that although one could use the less significant
bits of the sensor readings for random number genera-
tion, this could result in problems when sensor readings
are heavily correlated.

A. Design issues

1) Computing the number of minislots: Unlike [2], we
do not set backoff periods for sources after a collision.
Unlike [1], and like [3], we adaptively vary the number
of reservation minislots. This is a complicated problem
for the following reasons.

a) A host cannot observe the actual number of sen-
sors competing for minislots. However, it knows

the number of minislots it offered and also the
number of minislots in which there are collisions,
the number of minislots which are empty and the
number of minislots that are reserved successfully.

b) Even if the number of packets that will arrive in a
certain round is known, computing the number of
minislots that should be offered in that round is not
obvious. Note that having too few minislots result
in a small success rate in the contention phase,
and using too many minislots increase the expected
delay of packets.

c) Even if the number of packets that arrived at the
last round is known, the number of packets that will
arrive in the current round is not known, and this
is an issue in computing the number of minislots
that should be used in this round.

2) Fairness-efficiency tradeoff:As mentioned before, al-
gorithms that allow nodes to bypass the contention phase
create unfairness in bandwidth allocation to nodes. This
is true for our algorithm and also other algorithms that
allow the same strategy, including DQRUMA and the
algorithm in [3]. To our knowledge, a study of the
efficiency-fairness tradeoff has not been carried out by
relaxing or restricting the ability of nodes to bypass the
contention phase.

B. Our solutions

We now outline our solutions to the design problems
outlined in Section III-A. To our knowledge, this is the
first decomposition to the problem of finding the number of
minislots in a demand assignment MAC algorithm. We expect
these ideas to be useful in improving existing algorithms like
DQRUMA as well.

1) The estimation problem:We solve the problem of com-
puting the number of nodesm(t) that competed for minislots
by posing it as a classical Bayes Estimation Theory problem:
given the observed numbers of minislotsne(t) that are empty,
the numbernc(t) of minislots that have collisions and the
numberns(t) of minislots have been reserved successfully,
what is the most likely number of nodesm(t) that could have
resulted in these observations? Thus the problem is one of
estimation ofB = m(t) given A = 〈nc(t), ns(t), ne(t)〉.



The probabilitiesPr(ns, ne, nc|m, n) can be computed us-
ing simple results about the combinatorics of the classical
balls-and-bins problem. We state the formula here and prove
it in Lemma 2 in Appendix A.

Pr(ns = j, nc = k, ne = n − j − k|m, n)

=
1

nm

(
n

j, k

)(
m − j − k − 1

k − 1

)
(2)

In order to use the Bayes formula (1) for either MAP or
Bayes estimation, we need thea priori probabilitiesPr(B).
Since thea priori distribution is not available, in this paper,
we only deal with the MLE which does not require thea priori
distribution.

a) Simplifying the MLE for our problem:In Lemma 4
in Section in the Appendix, we show that the Maximum
Likelihood estimator form(t), MLE[m(t)] can be simplified
to obtain the following expression.

m̂(t) = MLE[m(t)] = ns(t) + 2nc(t).

This has several interesting implications.

1) We do not actually have to compute the expressions in
Equation(2). Apart from consuming time, these compu-
tations require arithmetic with binomial coefficients and
factorials which may be difficult for sensor networks.

2) The heuristic used by RMAV (respectively Aboelaze et
al [3]) can be explained in terms of the MLE. Recall
that their heuristics doubles the expected length of the
backoff period (respectively the number of minislots)
if nc(t) > ne(t) and halves the backoff period (re-
spectively the number of minislots) ifne(t) > nc(t).
Note that the actual number of minislots isn(t) =
nc(t) + ns(t) + ne(t) and the estimated number of
nodes competing for minislots iŝm(t) = ns(t)+2nc(t).
So the comparison̂m(t) > n(t) is equivalent to the
one used by RMAV and Aboelaze et al. Note that
the comparisonm̂(t) > n(t) makes perfect intuitive
sense: if the estimated number of nodes is greater than
the number of minislots offered, the latter should be
increased.

2) Optimal number of minislots:We compute the number
of minislots n(t) to be used in roundt when the number of
competing nodesm(t) is known by obtaining an expression
for the total delay of a packet in the first phase (ignoring
the time the packet spent waiting for its turn in attempting a
minislot reservation) and computing the number of minislots
that optimize this expression. In this paper, we use the formula
n(t) = Cm(t), whereC is a constant. We show in Section IV-
B that the value ofC obtained by optimizing the part of the
delay described above isC = 1. In other words, the number of
minislots should be equal to the number of nodes that compete
for minislots in a round.

3) The prediction problem:Let us note first that predicting
packet arrivals is of little use when packets are generated by a
random process with an unknown mean. We have investigated

some extensions of our algorithm that try to estimate the mean
by observing the number of arrivals over a long time. We
do not discuss those extensions for two reasons: first such
extensions are of limited use unless we are sure that the inputs
are generated by a stationary random process and second the
algorithm can estimate indirectly but not observe the number
of new arrivals in a timestep. In this paper, we focus on
designing an adaptive algorithm and therefore include a simple
predictor described below.

We use a linear model to solve the problem of predicting
the number of packets that are expected in the current round,
given the number of packets that arrived in the pastk rounds,
where k is a small constant. We usek = 2 in this paper,
and compute the predicted number of packets in roundt + 1,
p(t + 1) using the formula

p(t + 1) = n̂(t) + α(n̂(t) − n̂(t − 1)).

Thus the predicted number of packets is the estimated number
of packets in the last round plusα times thegradient of the
number of packets in roundt. While we make no claims of
optimality of this simple predictor, we provide two justifica-
tions for its choice: first, it is very simple and thus appropriate
for sensor networks, and second, it seemed to perform well in
our simulations. The value of the parameterα was also chosen
empirically.

4) The fairness problem:Since the unfairness in demand
assignment algorithms arises from allowing a node to bypass
the contention phase, we let the host reject such requests
with some probabilityf . Note thatf = 1 corresponds to
the original demand assignment MAC algorithm, andf = 0
corresponds to piggybacked reservations not allowed by the
algorithm. For0 < f < 1, we expect the fairness properties
to improve and efficiency to degrade asf decreases.

This gives us a natural generalization of many existing
MAC algorithms including RMAV [1], DQRUMA [2] and the
protocol proposed in [3], and allows us to study the fairness-
efficiency tradeoff as a function off .

C. The RMAC Algorithm

Our algorithm puts together the ideas outlined in the last
few subsections. We investigated several other variants of
these ideas. For example, we tried using a smoothed estimate
of m̂(t) over the last few rounds, but the performance was
inferior to the non-smoothed estimate. We also used more
complicated prediction schemes but did not see any significant
performance improvement. The steps of the algorithm in round
t are summarized in Figure I. Note that this algorithm runs at
each host node, and is the “server” side of the protocol. The
“client” side, running at the sensor nodes, is extremely simple,
and consists of contending for the advertised minislots and
reading the ACKs sent by the host to determine the slot it
should transmit in.

We observe that our algorithm is expected to work best for
low to medium arrival rates. Ifλ is close to one, polling-based
algorithms are close to optimal. Also, forf = 1, we expect
our algorithm to win over DQRUMA and the algorithm in



RMAC(α, f)
1 for round = 1, 2, . . .
2 do n(t) = m̂(t − 1) + α(m̂(t − 1) − m̂(t − 2))
3 Let the sensor nodes attempt to reserve minislots.
4 Recordnc(t), ne(t), ns(t)
5 m̂(t) = ns + 2nc

6 Send ACKs to all nodes that successfully reserved
7 minislots, and those who send piggybacked
8 reservation requests
9 Accept packets sent in slots, and also piggybacked

10 reservation requests
11 Accept each piggybacked request with probabilityf

TABLE I

THE RMAC ALGORITHM

[3] when λ is small. Otherwise, nodes are rarely empty and
our adaptive adjustment of the minislots does not have a great
impact on performance. In fact the aggressive increase of the
number of minislots by the algorithm in [3] is appropriate for
high arrival rates.

D. Advantages of RMAC

Our algorithm has several advantages.

1) Simplicity: RMAC is a simple protocol, and requires
very little computational power other than a decent
random number source.

2) Energy conservation: RMAC allows sensor and host
nodes to sleep for extended periods. A sensor node
need only be awake during its reservation attempt, the
acknowledgment sent by the host and its slot if it was
successful in reserving a minislot. The begin times of
each phase is announced by the host. More importantly,
the host can insert delays between phases and perhaps
sleep if it so desires, without affecting the operation of
the protocol.

3) Fairness: RMAC allows the designer to tradeoff effi-
ciency for fairness using a very simple strategy.

IV. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

The main objective of this section is to compute the optimal
value of the constantC used to determine the number of
minislots. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the burst
sizeB = 1.

First, we assume that the system reaches a steady state.
When packets are generated by Bernoulli processes, it is
straightforward to prove that this is true using the theory of
Markov Chains [26]; the proof is omitted.

For analysis purposes, we view our protocol as having two
distinct parts. The first part consists of thequeuing subsystem.
A packet enters this subsystem when it arrives at a node
and waits until packets ahead of it have successfully reserved
minislots and have been transmitted. A packet leaves this
subsystem at the end of a round in which the packet in front
of it has has been transmitted to the host. It then enters the
contention subsystem. At steady-state, the expected total delay
D of a packet is given byD = Dc + Dq, whereDc is the

expected delay in the contention subsystem andDq is the
expected delay in the queuing subsystem.

A. Computation ofDc

The presence of piggybacked requests makes the derivation
of Dc rather complicated. Therefore, we assume that such
requests are never allowed, which correspond to the casef = 0
in our algorithm. While this assumption is invalid for high
arrival rates, we expect our algorithm to work best for low
arrival rates, and in such cases our analysis yields reasonably
good results.

Dc is upper bounded by the productE[L]E[R], whereE[R]
is of the expected number of rounds a packet has to try until it
reserves a minislot, andE[L] is the expected length of a round.
Note thatR and L are not independent random variables as
we have implicitly assumed above. Our expression is an upper
bound since we have neglected the fact that packets may reach
their destinations before the end of a round.

At steady-state, the expected number of packets coming in
during roundr is E[m(r)] = m. This counts both packets
attempting to reserve minislots for the first time and those
trying after one or more failed attempts. Also, the expected
number of minislots isE[n(r)] = CE[m(r)] = Cm.

Given m packets,Cm minislots, the probability that a
packet succeeds in reserving a minislot is1

e1/C and the
expected number of successful reservations ism

e1/C using
Lemma 3. So, the steady-state throughput ism(1 − 1

e1/C ),
and the expected number of rounds a packet requires to be
successful isE[r] = e1/C .

The expected length of a round isE[L] = 2Cm+S 1
e1/C m,

since there areE[n] = Cm minislots and m
e1/C slots, one for

each successful reservation. Each slot is of lengthS and the
acknowledgments for the reservation is assumed to take one
minislot per successful node. Thus

Dc = E[r]E[L]

= e1/C

(
Cm + (1 + S)

1

e1/C
m

)

= m
(
Ce1/C + S + 1

)
.

B. The optimal value ofC

We can now compute the value ofC that optimizesDc.
Using elementary calculus, we find that the minimum value
of Dc occurs atC = 1 and is given byDc = m (e + S + 1).
Using Little’s Theorem [29], the maximum arrival rateλmax

that the contention subsystem can support satisfiesDc =
number of packets in the subsystem

λ , since the expected num-
ber of packets in this subsystem ism. This yieldsλmax =

1
e+S+1 , and the maximum arrival rate at any node is given by
λmax/N = 1

N(e+S+1) whereN is the number of nodes that
can compete for minislots.

Note that the maximum throughput by a centralized optimal
algorithm (that knows the status of all nodes) is1/S, since
each packet takes timeS to be transmitted. Our algorithm



is distributed and must therefore “waste” some time in coor-
dination tasks. Our expression forλmax also shows that the
coordination overhead can be reduced by increasingS, i.e.,
having bigger slots. However, bigger slots are not feasible
in real sensor networks, since they increase the lengths of
the energy-draining transmission and reception periods for
sensors, and therefore drain the battery faster.

We also note that the presence of piggybacked reservations
allow the algorithm to improve its efficiency.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Due to space limitations, we present a subset of our ex-
perimental results. We simulated several algorithms usinga
“homegrown” discrete-event simulator written in C. All time
units in this section are normalized to the duration of a min-
islot. While this produces small numbers (note the maximum
arrival rate in our network later in this paragraph), we believe
that the duration of a minislot is determined by the sensor
network technology and connectivity and is a fundamental
parameter of a network.

In our simulations, a network of 100 sensor nodes were
connected to a backbone node for 100,000 time units (i.e.,
minislot durations). We assumed that the duration of a slot is
S = 15 (although we have experimented with other values of
S, we do not present the results here, since they are essentially
similar). The maximum arrival rateλ for f = 0 (according
to our analytical results) satisfiedλ ≤ 1

15+e+1 = 0.05342.
So the maximum per-node arrival rate for the simulations is
0.05342/100 = 0.0005342. We simulated bothB = 1 and
B > 1. The results presented here are forB = 4, since the
results are similar to those for higherB.

The experiments reported in this section are meant to answer
the following questions.

• How does the expected delay vary with the parameterα
used by the prediction algorithm?

• For a good value ofα chosen above, how does our
algorithm compare to existing algorithms like DQRUMA
and the algorithm by Aboelaze et al, as well as to the
ideal algorithm?

• What is the efficiency-fairness tradeoff as the fairness
parameterf introduced in this paper is varied?

A. Effect ofα on expected delay

As mentioned, we do not expect the prediction algorithm
to significantly improve performance when random or bursty
random traffic are being used. This is indeed borne out by our
experiments.

The prediction algorithm works much better with the ON-
OFF burst model. In Figure 2, we show the variation of the
expected delay withα. For this experiment, we usedλ =
0.0002, a = 0.25, andN = 100.

B. Comparison with other algorithms

In this section, we compare the performance of RMAC with
the Ideal (optimal centralized) algorithm, DQRUMA, and the
algorithm in [3] for random traffic.
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Fig. 2. Variation of delay withα for bursty traffic

a) Low arrival rates:Figure 3 compares the performance
of these algorithms for random traffic at low arrival rates. As
expected, our algorithm performs much better than the one in
[3], since the latter has an aggressive strategy for increasing the
number of minislots, which increases delay. Both DQRUMA
and RMAC are fairly close to the ideal algorithm, because
they use fewer minislots. We remind the reader that the Ideal
algorithm is centralized and hence can resolve contention with
no delay.
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Fig. 3. Performance of our protocol for low arrival rates (random traffic)

b) High arrival rates: Figure 4 shows the performance
of all four algorithm for high arrival rates. In this case, RMAC
and the algorithm in [3] do significantly better than DQRUMA,
since they are far more aggressive in increasing the number of
minislots. We note that for heavy traffic, most nodes are always
transmitting packets and thus utilize piggybacked requests to
avoid the contention phase. This implies that the performance
of RMAC and the algorithm in [3] are close to that of
the Ideal algorithm in this scenario. Thus, RMAC combines
the advantages of DQRUMA at low arrival rates and of the
algorithm in [3] at high arrival rates.
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c) Bursty arrivals: In Figure 5, we compare the perfor-
mance of the same algorithms for random bursty arrivals. Due
to the bursty nature of the traffic, we expect that the sensor
nodes will be non-empty more often and so the piggybacked
reservations avoid the overhead of the contention subsystem,
as noted in [2]. Thus all the algorithms work well in general
in this case. In addition, RMAC and the algorithm in [3] do
significantly better than DQRUMA at very high arrival rates.
Since all algorithms with piggybacked reservations do better
with bursty traffic, all the algorithms perform well with ON-
OFF bursty traffic. We omit the graphs for those results.
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C. Performance-fairness tradeoff

We note that this paper does not attempt to solve the
problems due to the capture effect. In general, the capture
effect increases performance but also increases unfairness.
Therefore, in our simulations, we did not model the capture
effect.

In Figure 6, we show how the performance of RMAC de-
grades with the parameterf . The degradation of performance

of DQRUMA and the algorithm in [3] as the parameterf is
varied are similar and are not shown.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a simple, randomized algorithm
for medium access control in heterogeneous sensor networks.
We presented simulation results to show that our algorithm
performs better than several existing demand assignment MAC
algorithms. In addition, we examine several problems involved
in the design of efficient demand assignment algorithms, and
propose solutions for each of those problems. While we make
no claims about the optimality of our solutions, we believe that
our work highlights and motivates the problems concerned.

We are currently investigating the use of better prediction
algorithms for this problem. In addition, we are working on
a generalization of RMAC for general wireless networks that
support QoS requirements.
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APPENDIX

COMBINATORIAL RESULTS USED IN PROOFS

Lemma 1:The number of ways of throwingx balls in y
bins, x ≥ 2y such that every bin has at least 2 balls is given

by

T (x, y) =

(
x − y − 1

y − 1

)
.

Proof: First reserve2y balls which will be distributed equally
amongy bins. Place the remainingx − 2y balls into y bins.
This can be done in

(
x−y−1

y−1

)
ways.

Lemma 2:Supposem balls are thrown inton bins. Letne

be the number of bins with no balls,ns be the number of bins
with exactly one ball andnc be the number of bins with more
than one ball. Then the probability thatns = j, ne = k is
given by

Pr(ns = j, nc = k, ne = n − j − k|m, n)

=
1

nm

(
n

j, k

)(
m − j − k − 1

k − 1

)

Proof: The j bins with exactly one and thek bins with more
than one balls are chosen in

(
n

j,k

)
ways. j of the balls can

be placed in thej bins, one in each, in exactly 1 way. The
remainingm− j balls can be placed ink bins such that every
bin has at least two balls inT (m− j, k) ways whereT () was
defined in Lemma 1. To get the probability, we simply divide
by the number of possible ways of puttingm balls in n bins.

Pr(ns = j, nc = k, ne = n − j − k|m, n)

=
1

nm

(
n

j, k

)
T (m − j, k)

=
1

nm

(
n

j, k

)(
m − j − k − 1

k − 1

)
by Lemma 1

Lemma 3:Supposem balls are thrown inton = Cm bins.
Let ns be the number of bins with exactly one ball. Then its
expected value,E[ns], is given byE[ns] ≈ 1/e1/C .

Proof: The probability that any bin has exactly 1 ball is given
by p = 1

n (1 − 1/n)m−1. Therefore the expected number of
bins that have exactly 1 ball isE[ns] = np = (1−1/n)m−1 =
(1 − 1/Cm)m−1 ≈ 1/e1/C .

A SIMPLE EXPRESSION FOR THEMAXIMUM L IKELIHOOD

ESTIMATOR

Lemma 4:The Maximum Likelihood estimator of the num-
ber of nodesm(t) is given by

m̂(t) = MLE[m(t)] = ns(t) + 2nc(t).

Proof: DefineL(x) = Pr(ns = j, nc = k, ne = n−j−k|m =
2nc + ns + x, n) and L(x + 1) = Pr(ns = j, nc = k, ne =
n − j − k|m = 2nc + ns + x + 1, n) wherex = 0, 1, 2, . . ..



From Lemma 2,

L(x) =
1

n2nc+ns+x

(
n

ns, nc

)(
x + nc − 1

nc − 1

)

L(x + 1) =
1

n2nc+ns+x+1

(
n

ns, nc

)(
x + nc

nc − 1

)

L(x)

L(x + 1)
= n

(
x + nc − 1

nc − 1

)
/

(
x + nc

nc − 1

)

=
n(x + 1)

x + nc

Since n ≥ 1, nx ≥ x and by definitionn ≥ nc, so nx +
n = n(x + 1) ≥ x + nc. Therefore, L(x)

L(x+1) ≥ 1, and so
L(x) ≥ L(x + 1). Since this is true for allx, it follows that
L(0) ≥ L(1) ≥ L(2) . . ., so that the Maximum Likelihood
estimator corresponds tox = 0. The lemma follows.


